Invited Discussants:
Anna-Sara Malmgren (Stanford)
Lisa Miracchi (Pennsylvania)
Ram Neta (UNC-Chapel Hill)
Patrick Rysiew (Victoria)

Financial support generously provided by
Theresa Thompson ('67)
Michael Foradas ('78)
Friday, September 9
Leadership Hall, Alumni House

8:30 am  Refreshments Available
9:00 am  Opening Remarks
         Chris Tucker (William & Mary)
9:05 am  Doxastic Justification is Fundamental
         Hilary Kornblith (UMass-Amherst)
         Chair: Will Fleisher (Rutgers)
10:35 am Break
10:50 am What Kind of Knowledge Affects What We Perceive?
         Gary Lupyan (Wisconsin, Madison)
         Chair: Chris Ball (William & Mary)

12:00 pm Lunch

2:00 pm  The Origins of Perceptual Knowledge
         Susanna Schellenberg (Rutgers)
         Chair: Josh Gert (William & Mary)

3:30 pm  Break

3:45 pm  Normal Circumstances Reliabilism
         Peter Graham (UC-Riverside)
         Chair: Hunter Gentry (William & Mary)

[Format for each session: 45 min. presentation; 45 min. Q&A]

Saturday, September 10
Tucker Hall, Room 127A

8:30 am  Refreshments Available
9:00 am  Factive and Non-Factive Mental State Attributions
         Jennifer Nagel (Toronto)
         Chair: Matt Haug (William & Mary)
10:30 am Break
10:45 am Core Cognition and Its Aftermath
         Lance Rips (Northwestern)
         Chair: Jack Lyons (Arkansas)

12:15 pm Lunch

2:00 pm  Epistemology and Science: Some Metaphilosophical Reflections
         Richard Fumerton (Iowa)
         Chair: Aaron Griffith (William & Mary)

3:15 pm  Break

3:45 pm  What Psychology Can Do for Epistemology: Revising Epistemology and Cognition
         Alvin Goldman (Rutgers)
         Chair: Laura Ekstrom (William & Mary)

5:00 pm  Informal Wine Reception (Tucker 111)

[Format for each session: 45 min. presentation; 45 min. Q&A]